
Introducing



SHANE MCCARTHY
Left

Shane comes from a previous life as a  
financial analyst, economist, and financial  
software. Finance graduate from Queens  
University Belfast.

6+ years with Ireland Craft Beverages  
running the business development and  
strategy on premium Irish beverages into  
global export markets

DONALMCLYNN
Middle

Donal grew up working behind the bar at
the family-owned pub established by his
great grandfather in 1888 in county Sligo.

Spending over 2 years bartending in the  
heart of Manhattan, Donal then moved to  
London to spear-head the sales, business  
and product development at Ireland Craft  
Beverages

LIAM BROGAN
Right

Liam is a Chartered Accountant and Finance  
graduate of Queens University Belfast.

Co-Founding Ireland Craft Beverages in  
2014, Liam has taken the role of COO/CFO  
for the company, overlooking accounting,  
finance, procurement and operational  
aspects of the company. As an avid whiskey  
fan; he also manages many parts in the  
product development of bonding and  
blending Two Stacks whiskey.

Brand team
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TWO STACKS
Independently Bottled Irish Whiskey Expressions

Two Stacks is founded by the team at Ireland Craft
Beverages.

Ireland Craft Beverages is an B2B export and distribution  
business focussed on independent artisan breweries,  
distilleries and cideries. In operation since 2014.

Previous product developments and projects include,  
transparent Blockchain-based Downstream Beer, also  
co-founding Killowen Distillery, an upcycled sustainable  
distillery in the Irish Mourne Mountains (Ireland’s  
smallest distillery).

Founded by three friends who have a long history and  
experience in the history, heritage and spirits of Ireland.  
Two Stacks is a contemporary new whiskey brand, one  
of Ireland’s only independent bottler &blender.

Two Stacks utilises unique positioning to select casks  
from our strong relationships in distilleries across  
Ireland, bringing about a new age of using old age  
techniques to modern day Irish Whiskey.

Two Stacks Irish Whiskey are on course to sell up to 1M  
cans of Irish Whiskey, and 20,000+ bottles of Two  
Stacks Irish whiskey in 9 months since launch.
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Irish Whiskey Market
The Story of Irish Whiskey

In the early 19th century  
Ireland had 60% of world  
whiskey sales and  
between 1200 to 1500  
distilleries

Decline continued through until 1973 when  
there was only one company, Irish Distillers, with  

three operating distilleries, two in Middleton  
and one in Bushmills

There are now 38 working  
distilleries in Ireland with  
more in planning

Irish Whiskey is now the fastest  
growing brown spirit in the  
world with growth rates of  
12.5% annually across 100  
countries

1800 2021

Revival began in the mid 1980s with
Cooley Distillery and in the later
1980’s, Irish Distillers was acquiredby
Pernod Ricard

A number of factors from prohibition, world  
wars and advanced technologies in column  
stills started it’s demise.

There were only 28 distilleries by 1886

Irish sales fell to 2% of Scotch sales – 2M cases of  
Irish Whiskey sold annually against 100M Scotch
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TWO STACKS
Independently Bottled Irish Whiskey Expressions
Bringing Age Old Techniques to Modern Day Whiskey

Inspired by the distilleries and merchants of old  
and the global brands of new Two Stacks Whiskey  
is a part of a new wave of exciting independent  
Irish whiskey bottlers.

Selecting casks from distilleries across Ireland,  
Two Stacks is a group of tipplers and enthusiasts  
at the forefront of Ireland’s latest renaissance  
in distilling.

A CONTEMPORARY REVIVAL
Blending Ireland’s long andrich
history of distilling heritage
with modern and new world creatives.

Creating an inclusive feeling for  
whiskey to be enjoyed by everyone.

Two Stacks strives for  
quality over quantity





Continuing the Story of Irish  
Whiskey, Bonding & Bottling

From it’s origins as uisce beatha, aqua vitae or the  
water of life, whiskey — legal or otherwise —has  
always been a part of Irish culture.

But before Irish distilling came to be dominated by  
a few big names, every town would have had its  
own style and character of whiskey, and the first  
boom of Irish whiskey in the 1700’s saw blended  
independent bottling taking pride of place, long  
before Single Pot Still, Single Malts or Single Grains  
dominated the market.

This independent trade allowed for a world of  
flavour characters to develop and blossom as  
bonders used whatever barrels they had to hand.  
This is the lost flavour of Irish whiskey.

The age-old tradition of merchants, grocers &  
bonders independently blending and bottling  
whiskey is continued today by a new generation  
of independent bottles, among which Two Stacks  
proudly stands.

A Lost Art, Reborn for Contemporary Consumers









THE NORTH STAR
—Steadfastness

SPIRIT OF
ADVENTURE
—Looking to the future

IRISH WHISKEY
HERITAGE

—Rich & Captivating

Mission:
• Supply Irish Whiskey with a story of diversity,  

creativity and personality
• Bring new products to market that don’t exist,  

appeal to the customer, moving beyond the cues  
that are associated with the category

• Reinforce our point of difference through core  
and special blends, made directly from the  
brewing and distilling relationships built up over  
the last 6 years.
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ROBUST AND DIVERSE
This easy and approachable whiskey is perfect for  
drinking on any occasion, enjoy neat, with your  
favorite mixer or whiskey cocktail.

The First Cut
—Complex Blend
The First of Our Core Range Expressions
A sweet and delicate combination of;

Free of coloring and non-chill filtered.
Cut and bottled at 43%



STRAIGHT FROM THE CASK
Bottled at 64% rich in heavy oils and pot still spice,  
a true cask strength whiskey to be savoured neat  
or with a drop of still water.

The Blender’s Cut
—Cask Strength
From Cask to Bottle
Taking the same complex five-part blend found in  
The First Cut and keeping it in all its natural glory.

Free of coloring and non-chill filtered.
Bottled at a cask strength range of 63.5-65.15%
— the highest proof Irish whiskey on the market.



The Dram in a Can
—A World First
Bringing you Irish  
Whiskey on the Move!

PERFECT FOR
OUT & ABOUT
The Two Stacks —Dram in
a Can is the world’s first 43%  
whiskey in a 100ml can, serving  
the same great flavour profile  
and focus on quality spirit
as the rest of our blended range.

Perfect for on the move, out with  
friends or even just a solo dram  
in the great outdoors.


